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Shaping mobility.
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individual needs
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Simply print out the order form, check the relevant component boxes to configure 
the product, sign the form and send it to us at:

Fax: +49 7248.9186 - 86

lf you open the document in Acrobat, a 
menu bar highlighted in colour appears at 
the top edge.  
lf the option „Highlight Existing Fields“ is 
activated, all writeable and selectable fields 
will be displayed. 

Completing the form on paper 

Completing the form on a computer or tablet 

Save the order form locally on your computer under a free selectable name and

send it to our customer service via email / fax :

info@dietz-group.com

fax: +49 7248.9186 - 86

Printing errors, mistakes and changes to prices and products reserved. © DIETZ Gmbh REHA-PRODUKTE, Karlsbad
This catalogue may be reprinted, in part or in full, only subject to the prior written consent of DIETZ GmbH, Karlsbad.

You can find our general terms and conditions at: https://shop.dietz-group.de/allgemeine-geschaeftsbedingungen-agb

Circular selection fields indicate that a selection has to be made within the 

chosen selection.

Circular filled selection fields indicate that these options are included in 

the standard.

Square selection fields are not subject to any conditions and are freely 

selectable and deselectable.
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Order form AS[01]

Healthcare supply store

Customer no.

    Order     Offer based on selling price      Offer based on purchase price

Name of patient/commission

Delivery address

Comments

Company stamp

Date, signature

Details to your order:
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Price for basic configuration (in EUR)  from 2.141,00
 including wheel guards and separate leg rests

 n Approved for passenger transport 

in the vehicle

 n Aluminium frame and cross strut

 n Upholstered adjustable back rest 

(Velcro)

 n Adjustable camber on drive 

wheels 0º / 3º

 n Choice of leg rest angles: 

70° / 80° / 90°

 n Three types of wheel guards 

available (clothes guard, PU 

armrests, desk/long)

 n Extremely stable front wheel 

fittings

 n Ideally suited to add-on motors

 n Versatile adjustment options with 

the need for extra parts (e.g. seat 

height front/back and angle of 

back rest)

 n clothes guards/wheel guards in  

6 colours available

 n Crash test certified according to 

ISO 7176-19; Approved for 

passenger transport in the 

vehicle with a headrest suitable 

for transport

Product details –
basic configuration

Pictured with atomic umbra clothes guards/wheel  
guards and easy-running 24” wheels

Pictured with pearl white clothes guards/wheel guards  
and easy-running 24” wheels

AS [01]
[from 125 kg] [from 150 kg]

Colours
Frame in matt black, wheel guards in pearl white, petrol or atomic umbra / 

titan grey / cobalt blue / black

Seat depth (mm) 360 – 450 in increments of 30 mm 480 – 570 in increments of 30 mm 

Seat width (mm) 360 – 540 in increments of 20 mm

Seat height, front (mm)  412,5 – 525

Seat height, back (mm) 387,5 – 525

Back height (mm) 290 – 500 in increments of 30 mm 

Adjustable back rest angle: adjustable –5°  /  0°  /  5°  /  10°  /  15°

Height of push handles (mm) 860 – 980  depending on the back height (option: +100 mm adjustment range)

Overall width (mm) Seat width +200 mm

Width when folded (mm) 280 with wheels / 300 with wheels and drum brakes

Overall height (mm) 790 – 1140

Overall length including leg rests (mm) Seat depth +450 mm

Overall length excluding leg rests (mm) Seat depth +330 mm

Height of armrests (mm) 220 – 260

Width of armrests (mm) 60

Length of armrests (mm) Desk: 250 / Long: 350

Length of leg rests (mm) 370 – 510 in increments of 15 mm

Drive wheel diameter (inches) 24

Castor diameter (mm//inches) 125 / 150 / 175   //   5 / 6 / 7

Tipping stability (degrees) 10°

Max. load (kg) 125 150

Weight (kg) From 12.8
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Order form AS[01]

DATA

Age of customer

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

1 Seat width (cm)

2 Seat depth (cm)
Length of upper leg less two finger breadths 

3
Height of upholstered backrest (cm)
From seat surface to below the shoulder 
blades

4 Lower leg length (cm)
For the correct height of the foot plate

5
Seat height, front (cm)
Length of lower leg + sufficient clearance 
between foot plate and ground (at least 4 cm)

6
Seat height, back (cm)
Depends on front seat height, seat angle 
and seat depth

Together with the height and weight of the user, these are the key dimensions allowing us 

to align the wheelchair perfectly to the needs of the user. 

Key dimensions and specifications

6 5

3

2

4

3

2
4

3

1

3
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* Net retail prices exclusive of VAT

AS[01] order form
Description

SEAT

Seat width to seat depth

Seat depth can be adjusted by 30 mm above the Velcro tape, with no tools

Seat width (mm) 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Se
at

 d
ep

th
 (m

m
) *

(360) 390

Item no. 180113 180115 180118 180121 180124 180130 180134 180138 180142 2.141,00

(420) 450

Item no. 180114 180116 180119 180122 180125 180131 180135 180139 180143 180147 2.141,00

(480) 510

Item no. 180117 180120 180123 180126 180132 180136 180140 180144 180148 2.282,00

(540) 570

Item no. 180150 180151 180127 180133 180137 180141 180145 180149 2.282,00

* Maximum load

125 kg for the seat depths (360) 390 / (420) 450,
single cross strut

150 kg for the seat depths (480) 510 / (540) 570
double cross strut

Seat depth can be adjusted by 30 mm above the Velcro tape, with no tools
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* Net retail prices exclusive of VAT

Warning
We strongly recommend that the seat should not be lower at the front than at the back. Otherwise,  
the danger exists that the wheelchair user may slide or fall forward and out of the chair. 

AS[01] order form
Description

SEAT

Seat height, back (mm) and drive wheel height (inches)

Adjustable in 12.5 mm increments with no extra mounting materials

Seat height, back 387.5 400 412.5 425 437.5 450 462.5 475 487.5 500

22“ drive wheel

Seat height, back 412.5 425 437.5 450 462.5 475 487.5 500 512.5 525

24“ drive wheel

Item no. 181031 181032 181033 181034 181035 181036 181037 181038 181039 181040

Seat height, back 437,5 450 462.5 475 487.5 500 512.5 525

26“ drive wheel

The combination with 22 “and 26” drive wheels must be individually checked depending on the selected seat 
height and seat depth. Our individual team will be happy to advise you.

Seat height, front, and castor diameter (mm)

Adjustable in 12.5 mm increments with no extra mounting materials

Seat height, front 412.5 425 437.5 450 462.5 475 487.5 500

Castor 
125 mm / 5“

Item no. 181011 181012 181013 181014 181015 181016 181017 181018

Seat height, front 425 437.5 450 462.5 475 487.5 500 512.5

Castor 
150 mm / 6“

Item no. 181081 181082 181083 181084 181085 181086 181087 181088

Seat height, front 45 462.5 475 487.5 50 512.5 525

Castor 
175 mm / 7”

Item no. 181021 181022 181023 181024 181025 181026 181027
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* Net retail prices exclusive of VAT

AS[01] order form
Description

ADI BACK SYSTEM

Back height to back width

Aluminum back shell with quick release

The adjustment ranges of the quick release holder:
Seat depth: 30 mm
Back width: 20 mm (per side)
Back angle: +10° / –10°

Contour 62.5 mm 

ADI back height (mm)

250 330 410 460 510

AD
I b

ac
k 

w
id

th
 (m

m
)

360 compatible with wheelchair SW 360 mm

Item no. 184423 184430 184439

380 compatible with wheelchair SW 360 mm

Item no. 184424 184431 184440

410 compatible with wheelchair SW 380-400 mm

Item no. 184425 184432 184441 184448 184455

430 compatible with wheelchair SW 400-420 mm

Item no. 184426 184434 184443 184450 184457

460 compatible with wheelchair SW 440 mm

Item no. 184427 184435 184444 184451 184458

EURO* 682,00 € 724,00 € 736,00 €

480 compatible with wheelchair SW 460 mm

Item no. 184428 184436 184445 184452 184459

510 compatible with wheelchair SW 480 - 500 mm

Item no. 184429 184437 184446 184453 184460

EURO* 708,00 € 750,00 € 757,00 €

62.5 mm contour can be selected according or up to max. 3 mm wider as the seat width 
of the wheelchair.
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* Net retail prices exclusive of VAT

AS[01] order form
Description

ADI BACK SYSTEM

Back height to back width

Aluminum back shell with quick release

The adjustment ranges of the quick release holder:
Seat depth: 30 mm
Back width: 20 mm (per side)
Back angle: +10° / –10°

Contour 100 mm

ADI back height (mm)

250 330 410 460 510

AD
I b

ac
k 

w
id

th
 (m

m
)

380 compatible with wheelchair SW 360 mm

Item no. 184493 184463 184472

410 compatible with wheelchair SW 380-400 mm

Item no. 184494 184464 184473 184480 184487

430 compatible with wheelchair SW 400-420 mm

Item no. 184495 184466 184475 184482 184489

460 compatible with wheelchair SW 440 mm

Item no. 184496 184467 184476 184483 184490

EURO* 832,00 € 864,00 €

480 compatible with wheelchair SW 460 mm

Item no. 184497 184468 184477 184484 184491

510 compatible with wheelchair SW 480 - 500 mm

Item no. 184498 184469 184478 184485 184492

EURO* 859,00 € 885,00 €

100 mm contour can be selected 10 to max. 30 mm wider than the seat width of the 
wheelchair.
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* Net retail prices exclusive of VAT

AS[01] order form
Selection Item no. Description EURO *

ACCESSORIES ADI BACK SYSTEM

Push handles

182270 Push handles fixed No drum brake 0,00

182271 Push handles, height adjustable 100 mm available from push handle height 450-550 mm 217,00

 Pre-selection recommended by DIETZ

 These combinations are additionally possible. Please select the desired combination.

ADI back height (mm) 250 330 410 460 510

Push handle  
height (mm)

fixed 350 mm

fixed 410 mm/height adjustable 450-550 mm

fixed 470 mm/height adjustable 510-610 mm

fixed 530 mm/height adjustable 570-670 mm

Headrests
185152 Ultra headrest, occipital and neck pad separated, 3-settings adjustable (angle, height, depth) 784,00

185143 Lateral pads, brackets 230 mm, left + right, swing away, pad 2 pcs. (width x height) 114 x 51 mm 567,00

185144 Lateral pads, brackets 230 mm, left, swing away, pad 1 pcs. (width x height) 114 x 51 mm 392,00

185145 Lateral pads, brackets 230 mm, right, swing away, pad 1 pcs. (width x height) 114 x 51 mm 392,00

Additional headrests can be found on a seperate order form on our website.
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* Net retail prices exclusive of VAT

AS[01]RF order form
Description EUROS *

SEAT CUSHION FOR POSITIONING AND DECUBITUS PREVENTION

Seat width to seat depth

Vicair Active O2 cushion height 60 mm

Seat width (mm) 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Se
at

 d
ep

th
 (m

m
) 

360

Item no. 184540 184544 184549 184553 630,00

390

Item no. 184541 184545 184550 184554 on request 630,00

420

Item no. 184542 184546 184552 184551 184558 184562 on request 630,00

450

Item no. 184543 184547 184548 184555 184559 184563 on request 630,00

480

Item no. on request 184556 184560 184564 184566 184568 630,00

510

Item no. on request 184557 184561 184565 184567 184569 630,00

540

Item no. on request 630,00

Vicair Active O2 cushion height 90 mm

Seat width (mm) 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540

Se
at

 d
ep

th
 (m

m
) 

360

Item no. 184580 184584 184588 184592 630,00

390

Item no. 184581 184585 184589 184593 on request 630,00

420

Item no. 184582 184586 184590 184594 184598 184701 on request 630,00

450

Item no. 184583 184587 184591 184595 184599 184702 on request 630,00

480

Item no. on request 184596 184600 184703 184705 184707 630,00

510

Item no. on request 184597 184700 184704 184706 184708 630,00

540

Item no. on request 630,00

Deviations from the wheelchair dimensions of +/- 10 mm are negligible.
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* Net retail prices exclusive of VAT

AS[01] order form
Selection Item no. Description EUROS *

WHEELS

Drive wheels

All drive wheels have a 12 mm quick-release axle

182012
24” wheel rim, aluminium hand rim and hub, tangential spokes,  
black hub and wheel rim, silver hand rim

puncture-resistant PU,  
black tyres 24 x 1” 

0,00

182013
24” wheel rim, aluminium hand rim and hub, tangential spokes,  
black hub and wheel rim, silver hand rim

Air-filled tyres
Marathon plus 24 x 1”

65,00

182015
Easy-running 24” wheels, hollow wheel rim, aluminium hand rim,  
radial spokes, black hub and wheel rim, atomic umbra hand rim
approved for user weights up to 100 kg

Air-filled tyres
Marathon plus 24 x 1”

239,00

182016
Easy-running 24” wheels, hollow wheel rim, black anodized aluminium hand rim, 
radial spokes, black hub and wheel rim, black hand rim
approved for user weights up to 100 kg

Air-filled tyres
Marathon plus 24 x 1”

239,00

182018
24” wheel rim, aluminium hand rim and hub, tangential spokes, including drum 
brake for assistant, black hub and wheel rim, silver hand rim

Puncture-resistant PU,
grey tyres 24 × 1 3/8”

138,00

182021
24” wheel rim, aluminium hand rim and hub, tangential spokes, including drum 
brake for assistant, black hub and wheel rim, silver hand rim

Air-filled tyres
Marathon plus 24 x 1”

207,00

Further drive wheels on request

22“ wheel rim, aluminium hand rim and hub, tangential spokes, 
hub, wheel rim and hand rim black

Air-filled tyres
Marathon plus, 22 x 1”

on request

22“ wheel rim, aluminium hand rim and hub, tangential spokes, 
hub, wheel rim and hand rim black

Puncture-resistant PU, 
black tyres 22 x 1”

on request

22“ wheel rim, aluminium hand rim and hub, tangential spokes,
including drum brake for assistant, 
hub, wheel rim and hand rim black

Air-filled tyres
Marathon plus, 22 x 1”

on request

22“ wheel rim, aluminium hand rim and hub, tangential spokes,
including drum brake for assistant, 
hub, wheel rim and hand rim black

Puncture-resistant PU, 
black tyres 22 x 1”

on request

26“ wheel rim, aluminium hand rim and hub, tangential spokes, 
hub, wheel rim and hand rim black

Air-filled tyres
Marathon plus, 26 x 1”

on request

26“ wheel rim, aluminium hand rim and hub, tangential spokes, 
hub, wheel rim and hand rim black

Puncture-resistant PU, 
grey tyres 26 x 1”

on request

26“ wheel rim, aluminium hand rim and hub, tangential spokes, 
including drum brake for assistant, 
hub, wheel rim and hand rim black

Air-filled tyres
Marathon plus, 26 x 1”

on request

26“ wheel rim, aluminium hand rim and hub, tangential spokes,
including drum brake for assistant, 
hub, wheel rim and hand rim black

Puncture-resistant PU, 
grey tyres 26 x 1”

on request

The combination with 22 “and 26” drive wheels must be individually tested depending on the selected seat height 
and seat depth. Our individual team will be happy to advise you.
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* Net retail prices exclusive of VAT

AS[01]RF order form
Selection Item no. Description EUROS *

WHEELS

Position

Drive wheel position: +20 mm (to the back) to – 80 mm (to the front) of the midpoint of the back rest tube

181061 + 20 mm
Extended wheelbase for add-on motors and leg rests for amputees /  
cannot be combined with 22” drive wheels

0,00

181063 - 20 mm 0,00

181064 - 40 mm
Cannot be combined with seat depth (360) 390 mm
Anti-tipping wheels (Art.-Nr. 182201 / 182202) recommended

0,00

181065 - 60 mm
Cannot be combined with seat depth (360) 390 mm
Anti-tipping wheels (Art.-Nr. 182201 / 182202) recommended

0,00

181066 - 80 mm
Cannot be combined with seat depth (360) 390 mm
Anti-tipping wheels (Art.-Nr. 182201 / 182202) necessary

0,00

+ 2 - 2 - 4 - 6 - 8

Passiv Neutral Active

Camber
Adjustable via drive wheel adapter with no extra mounting materials

181071 0º 0,00

181072 3º Cannot be combined with drum brake or clothes guard adjustable-height arm rests 0,00
Total width with camber angle 0° = SW + 200 mm / 3° = SW + 260 mm

CASTORS
182004 Easy-running Alucore wheels, 125 mm / 5” silver anodized 137,00

182005 Easy-running Alucore wheels, 125 mm / 5” black powder coated 137,00

182001 PU tyre 125 mm / 5“, puncture-resistan, plastic wheel rims 0,00

182002 PU tyre 150 mm / 6“, puncture-resistan, plastic wheel rims 0,00

182003 PU tyre 175 mm / 7“, puncture-resistan, plastic wheel rims 0,00

WHEEL FORKS
182006 Wheel fork (2 pc.), silver anodized 0,00

182007 Wheel fork (2 pc.), black anodized 0,00

REAR WHEEL ADAPTER
182008 Rear wheel adapter (2 pc.), silver anodized 0,00

182009 Rear wheel adapter (2 pc.), black anodized 0,00

HANDRAIL

Gripp

182026 24” wheel handrail Tetra-Gripp, black, montiert
Special coated handrail for  
quadriplegics

271,00

182027 24” wheel handrail Ergo-Gripp, black anodized, montiert
Ergonomic handrail e.g. at multiple sclero-
sis, paraplegia, incomplete quadriplegia

271,00

Cannot be combined with puncture-resistant PU or one hand drive.
Retrofitting of the articles only possible at DIETZ. The retrofit is associated with additional costs.
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* Net retail prices exclusive of VAT

AS[01] order form
Selection Item no. Description EUROS *

BACK REST

Upholstered back rest height Push handles

Height adjustable by 30 mm

183000 (350) 380 mm Adjustable height 217,00

183010 (410) 440 mm Adjustable height 217,00

183020 (470) 500 mm Adjustable height 217,00

183060 (290) 320 mm Rigid No drum brake, up to SW 440 mm 0,00

183030 (350) 380 mm Rigid No drum brake 0,00

183040 (410) 440 mm Rigid No drum brake 0,00

183050 (470) 500 mm Rigid No drum brake 0,00

For wheelchairs with SB 360, the back cushions can be combined in heights (290) 320, (350) 380 and (410) 440 mm
Additional back heights can be requested through a special construction

Angle of back rest

Adjustable in 5º increments

181121 - 5º Please note: limited foldability 0,00

181122  0º 0,00

181123 5º 0,00

181124 10º Anti-tipping wheels (Art.-Nr. 182201 / 182202) recommended 0,00

181125 15º Anti-tipping wheels (Art.-Nr. 182201 / 182202) recommended 0,00
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* Net retail prices exclusive of VAT

AS[01] order form
Selection Item no. Description EUROS *

WHEEL GUARDS

Aluminium clothes guard / wheel cover 

182041 with aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off,  atomic umbra 0,00

182043 with aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off, black 0,00

182044 with aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off, petrol 0,00

182045 with aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off, titan grey 0,00

182047 with aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off, cobalt blue 0,00

182048 with aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off, pearl white 0,00

182053 with aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off, garnet red 0,00

Aluminium clothes guard / wheel cover / height-adjustable armrest 

182042
Aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off,  
including adjustable-height arm rests (PU), long- or desk-mounted, atomic umbra 

196,00

182046
Aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off,  
including adjustable-height arm rests (PU), long- or desk-mounted, petrol

196,00

182049
Aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off,  
including adjustable-height arm rests (PU), long- or desk-mounted, pearl white

196,00

182050
Aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off,  
including adjustable-height arm rests (PU), long- or desk-mounted, black

196,00

182051
Aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off,  
including adjustable-height arm rests (PU), long- or desk-mounted, titan grey

196,00

182052
Aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off,  
including adjustable-height arm rests (PU), long- or desk-mounted, cobalt blue

196,00

182054
Aluminium clothes guard and wheel cover, permanent mounting, cannot be swivelled off,  
including adjustable-height arm rests (PU), long- or desk-mounted, garnet red

196,00

Cannot be combined with 3° camber for drive wheels 

Clothes / wheel guards of plastic including adjustable-height & swivelling off backwards 

182061
with plastic clothes guard, can be swivelled off to the back, including adjustable-height  
arm rests (PU), long- or desk-mounted, matt black 

196,00

Cannot be combined with 3° camber for drive wheels 

Aluminium clothes  
guard / wheel cover

Aluminium clothes  
guard / wheel cover,

adjustable-height arm rests (PU)

Plastic clothes guard,
can be swivelled off to the back,
adjustable-height arm rests (PU)
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* Net retail prices exclusive of VAT

AS[01] order form
Selection Item no. Description EUROS *

HEMI ARMREST

182064 HEMI armrest, handpiece flat left, PU, 360° rotatable 465 mm (length) 377,00

182067 HEMI armrest, handpiece flat right, PU, 360° rotatable 465 mm (length) 377,00

182065 HEMI armrest, handpiece ergo left, PU, 360° rotatable 477 mm (length) 401,00

182066 HEMI armrest, handpiece ergo right, PU, 360° rotatable 477 mm (length) 401,00

182063 Extension PU, forearm shell 70 mm (length) 69,00

ExtensionHEMI armrest, handpiece flat HEMI armrest, handpiece ergo

LEG REST (split removable)

Leg Rest Hangers

182101 80º leg rest Release lever at top, swivels out to the side 0,00

182102 70º leg rest Release lever at bottom, swivels out to the side 0,00

182103
90º leg rest, not combinalble with 
castor  6”/ 7”

Release lever at top, swivels out to the side 133,00

Customized Leg Rest Hangers

182104 Customized leg rest, lower leg length 330 – 470 mm on request

182104 Customized leg rest, lower leg length 330 – 470 mm on request

Not possible with the leg rest hangers 70°

Leg Rest Foot Part

182181 Leg rest foot part, black, pair Fold-up design with heel strap 0,00

182191 Leg rest foot part, black, pair Fold-up design, adjustable angle, with heel strap (not possible with SW 360) 52,00

182184 Leg rest foot part, blue, pair Fold-up design with heel strap 0,00

182194 Leg rest foot part, blue, pair Fold-up design, adjustable angle, with heel strap (not possible with SW 360) 52,00

182131 Contiguous aluminium foot plate Fold-up design with calf strap 322,00

Accessories

182141 BW leg rest, right Adjustable horizontally 158,00

182151 BW leg rest, left Adjustable horizontally 158,00

182161 Leg rest for amputees, adjustable angle, right 142,00

182171 Leg rest for amputees, adjustable angle, left 142,00

Leg rest with  
adjustable foot  

plate angle

Standard 
leg rest

Horizontally adjustable  
leg rest, foot plate  

with adjustable angle

Leg rest for  
amputees,  

adjustable angle

Leg rest with 
 adjustable foot  

board angle
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* Net retail prices exclusive of VAT

AS[01] order form
Selection Item no. Description EUROS *

SPECIAL COLORS

Special paint 

181056 Side frame and Clothes guard aluminum RAL colour 480,00

181057 Side frame RAL colour 320,00

181058 Clothes guard aluminum RAL colour 240,00

The clothes guard made of plastic is not paintable

Example special colors  
side frames

Clothes guard aluminum Clothes guard aluminum with
height adjustable armrest

GENERAL ACCESSORIES

182202 Anti-tipping, swivel-off wheel Right 108,00

182201 Anti-tipping, swivel-off wheel Left 108,00

198069
Spoke guard with fittings transparent, drive wheel 24” not combinable with easy-running 
24” wheels, and one-hand drive on the active side.

Pair 88,00

182212 100 mm fold-out brake lever extension Right 43,00

182211 100 mm fold-out brake lever extension Left 43,00

182222 Walking stick holder (only in conjunction with foot tube) Right 16,00

182221 Walking stick holder (only in conjunction with foot tube) Left 16,00

182231 Activity tray, up to SW 440 mm 150,00

182232 Activity tray, up to SW 460 mm 150,00

182241 Foot tube Right 38,00

182242 Foot tube Left 38,00

182260

One hand drive, incl. drive wheels one-hand brake system*
Approved for user weights up to 120 kg
Not combinable with 3° camber of the castors, drum breakes and TETRA/ERGO-GRIPP
In connection with the anti-tilt wheel, assembly is only possible at a seat height of 437.5-500 mm.

Right 1.213,00 

182261

One hand drive, incl. drive wheels one-hand brake system*
Approved for user weights up to 120 kg
Not combinable with 3° camber of the castors, drum breakes and TETRA/ERGO-GRIPP
In connection with the anti-tilt wheel, assembly is only possible at a seat height of 437.5-500 mm.

Left 1.213,00 

182254 One-hand brake system, inkl. 100 mm fold-out brake lever extension* Right 223,00

182255 One-hand brake system, inkl. 100 mm fold-out brake lever extension* Left 223,00

182262 Hemi Kit, Spacer Block: Steering wheels 30 mm exposed for more foot clearance 317,00

182250 Wheelchair restraint system with head rest and seatbelt 1.285,00

* Retrofitting of the articles is only possible at DIETZ. Retrofitting is associated with additional costs.
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